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ABSTRACT
Mobile applications have become increasingly sophisticated. Emerging cognitive assistance applications can involve multiple computationally intensive modules working continuously and concurrently, further straining the already limited resources on these mobile devices. While computation offloading to the edge or the cloud is still the de facto solution, existing approaches are limited by intra-application operations only or edge-/cloud-centric scheduling. Instead, we argue that operating system level coordination is needed on the mobile side to adequately support the prospects of multi-application offloading. Specifically, both the local mobile system resource and the network bandwidth to reach the cloud need to be allocated intelligently among concurrent offloading jobs.

In this paper, we build a system-level scheduler service, LinkShare, that wraps over the operating system scheduler to coordinate among multiple offloading requests. We further study the scheduling requirements and suitable metrics, and find that the most intuitive approaches of minimizing the end-to-end processing time or earliest-deadline first scheduling do not work well. Instead, LinkShare adopts earliest-deadline first with limited sharing (EDF-LS), that balances real-time requirements and fairness. Extensive evaluation of an Android implementation of LinkShare shows that adding this additional scheduler is essential, and that EDF-LS reduces the deadline miss events by up to 30% compared to the baseline.

1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile-cloud computing has been a cornerstone of the mobile landscape in the last decade. This ranges from offloading energy-hungry computation to the cloud, speeding up computation using more computing power on the cloud, leveraging more storage space on the cloud, to benefiting from more elaborately trained models for learning based applications.

Existing mobile-cloud interactions tend to be cloud-centric, since the mobile side is less powerful. Consider, for example, typical workloads involving computation offloading to the cloud. While different applications might interact with distinct backend servers, implicitly it is assumed that there is only one active mobile-cloud interaction session at a time.

However, mobile applications are becoming increasingly sophisticated, enhancing our interaction with the environment or providing cognitive assistance (Section 2). Some scenarios might involve multiple concurrent applications or modules working together (Google Tango [3], Gabriel [22] and DeepEye [33]), where these modules are individually computationally intensive and require computation offloading. Worse, these applications embody a vision of continuous operations, further straining the already limited resources on the mobile devices. These represent canonical examples of multiple concurrent and continuous mobile-cloud sessions.

Although there has been a multitude of computation offloading work over the past fifteen years [13, 15, 17–21, 28–30, 32, 35, 36, 41], existing approaches are limited by intra-application operations only or cloud-centric scheduling.

Instead, the emerging multi-application scenarios can exhibit a heterogeneous network and server execution model, involving different server backends. This suggests different perceived network latencies and server processing capabilities across applications. Further, they need to share the wireless interfaces, which can only be controlled at the device. Cloud-centric management is no longer sufficient in this concurrent mobile-cloud interaction paradigm. We need to shift the control to a device-driven paradigm. In other words, some operating system level coordination is needed on the mobile side to adequately support the prospects of multi-application offloading.

An analysis of the current mainstream offloading mechanisms suggests that the main consideration is scheduling the network transfer to enable remote computation. In particular,
the bottleneck is often the transfer along the first wireless hop. This is important given the advent of mobile edge computing promising to bring the remote server closer. However, the combination of application workloads, network transfer time, and the server processing time complicates the picture. Most of the canonical applications have soft real-time constraints for user interaction. This requires a balancing act between minimizing the end-to-end processing time and meeting deadlines.

For example, the most intuitive approaches of minimizing the end-to-end processing time (Shortest Job First, or SJF) and earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling both turn out to be inadequate. The former (SJF) gives no guarantee about meeting deadlines and can cause fairness issues (and even starvation). This is because minimizing processing times can penalize a job as a result of another job using a less powerful backend. EDF, on the other hand, cannot handle heavy-tailed network transfer time distribution. Section 3 analyzes this in detail and suggests adding limited sharing to EDF (EDF-LS). Essentially, when we detect a large network transfer, we serve the next two jobs queued in a round-robin fashion.

Following the above study, we build a system-level scheduler service, LinkShare (Section 4) and implement it on Android (Section 4.3). LinkShare wraps over the operating system scheduler to coordinate among multiple offloading requests, incorporating the EDF-LS algorithm.

Using benchmark applications representing face recognition, optical character recognition, speech recognition, and license plate recognition, we find that this additional scheduling decision is essential, and EDF-LS reduces the deadline miss rate by up to 30% compared to the baseline EDF (Section 5). When the workload is light, EDF-LS hardly incurs penalty from sharing, and in fact often outperforms EDF. Even if the network bandwidth increases, the deadline concern does not disappear, especially alongside improved server capability.

Although the specific system is motivated by multiple mobile offloading jobs, the issues discussed and the system architecture are generic to concurrent mobile-cloud interactions. In fact, any concurrent, inter-application network-bound requests could benefit from the LinkShare service. More broadly, LinkShare as a framework is also applicable when the “offloading” destination is an edge server or a nearby device instead. It is also amenable to other scheduling algorithms as warranted by the application requirements. We believe LinkShare represents a first step towards coordinating an IoT ecosystem tethered to the mobile device.

In summary, this work studies concurrent and continuous mobile-cloud interactions involving different server backends and argues for a device-centric control mechanism. Specifically, our contribution is three-fold.

First, we analyze the scheduling complexity arising from concurrent offloading workloads. Our study points to the need to balance between meeting application deadlines and avoiding blocking heavy workloads. We adopt limited sharing in addition to Earliest Deadline First.

Second, we build a general framework as a system-level service, LinkShare, that extends the operating system scheduler for concurrent inter-application network-bound requests and incorporates the above scheduling algorithm.

Third, extensive evaluation of an Android implementation of LinkShare confirms the importance of this additional scheduler and shows that EDF-LS achieves the balancing goal.

2 MOTIVATION

2.1 Emerging Application Scenarios

Mobile Augmented Reality (AR) Games. Mobile AR games have been showing their potential on mobile platforms. One example is the dominoes game included in the Google Tango [3] project. Instead of getting a set of dominoes at hand, users can place virtual dominoes in the real world and arrange them through their mobile phones. It requires the application to understand the user’s surroundings, remember the exact locations of the dominoes already placed, and display the virtual dominoes on the screen in the meantime. To enable all these functions, motion tracking, depth perception, area learning and video rendering modules are needed. The first two modules help with understanding the environment, while area learning helps with remembering the previous operations and video rendering concurrently displays the virtual dominoes.

All these modules coordinate with one another to make the dominoes game work correctly.

Wearable Cognitive Assistance. Wearable devices for cognitive assistance have been suggested for more than a decade [37]. More recently, Gabriel [22] provides interactive cognitive assistance using Google Glass to help people suffering from cognitive decline, such as those with Alzheimer’s disease. The patients are often unable to remember the names of friends or remember to perform daily tasks. When looking at a person that the user might know, the assistant will tell the user the name of the person immediately. When looking at his/her plants, it will remind him/her to water them. These two scenarios require face recognition and object recognition respectively. As we cannot predict when the user may meet with a friend or walk around his/her garden, these two modules must run continuously and simultaneously.

Smart Video Surveillance. Smart home has become a popular concept in recent years, and smart video surveillance is a key technology to ensure the security in smart homes. According to [24], the key to security is situation awareness. The system needs to keep track of "who are the people in a space?"
and "what are the subjects in the space doing?". To answer these questions, learning techniques like face recognition, object recognition, activity recognition, activity tracking are widely employed. To quote one report [1], “one of the biggest factors assisting market growth” is the real-time access and monitoring capability. All the above modules need to run concurrently to generate comprehensive real-time alerts.

**Observations.** Common across these examples, they are all computation intensive and latency sensitive, and have a continuous flavor. More important, there are multiple modules either within a single application or across multiple applications. Take the face recognition module as an example, the average execution time on Google Glass, a Samsung Galaxy Android smartphone, and a remote server are 2912, 537, and 41 ms respectively [14]. To maintain a high refresh rate for an interactive face recognition application, it is impractical for all these modules to run entirely on the local device.

### 2.2 Limited Execution Model Currently

The de facto approach to handling computation-intensive mobile applications is to offload computation to the cloud (or, more recently, to the edge). However, the current execution model typically focuses on only one computation-intensive workload running at a time, and most optimizations are applied within a single application. This single-workload model does not suit the emerging applications described above, whether commercialized applications like Google Tango (multiple modules running concurrently within the same application), or research prototypes such as Gabriel (multiple applications running concurrently within a single device), DeepEye [33](multiple deep vision models running concurrently), and MCDNN [25](multiple deep neural network applications running concurrently, sharing the same library).

Instead, system-level cross-application coordination support is needed to manage simultaneous execution of these applications, but existing approaches are still limited to specific scenarios and do not address concurrently offloading to different backend servers. Tango takes a hardware approach without offloading. MCDNN operates at the DNN library level, aiming to process jobs locally as much as possible. DeepEye limits its use cases to multiple deep vision applications. Gabriel is currently designed for concurrent mobile applications supported by a common backend server and takes a cloud-centric approach.

### 2.3 Towards device-centric scheduling

The entire offloading job involves local processing and/or data transfer to the remote server followed by remote processing. Therefore, we need to consider sharing and scheduling for each component.

With concurrent offloading, different apps may use distinct backend servers, due to either technical or business-related reasons. For an example of the latter, consider the two mainstream public cloud platforms: Amazon EC2 and Google Compute Engine (GCE). Price-wise, for the same server computation capacity, GCE is cheaper than Amazon EC2. However, the EC2 deployment covers more datacenters around the world (22 total, 7 in the US) compared to GCE (21 total, 6 in the US). Therefore, a cost-conscious developer who only needs to provide regional service may opt for a server on GCE, while another developer aiming for a better service coverage worldwide may favor EC2.

We now face a new situation where the control needs to be shifted to the mobile device. Since the concurrent applications and their backend servers are likely heterogeneous, such device-driven control really matters.

Complicating the picture even further, applications have different service requirements, manifested in deadlines for real-time user interactions [40]. On-device scheduling can make a huge difference. Even a simple reordering of the offloading requests could dramatically improve the performance of one module without hurting the others. We will study specific examples next.

### 3 Scheduling Offloading Jobs

#### 3.1 What to schedule on-device

The anatomy of an offloading job. The processing of a job involving offloading includes several components: potentially some local processing on the mobile device, transferring the data to the cloud, and processing on the remote server(s). The second component can be further split into transfer on the wireless access link and on the wired path to the server. The split between local and remote processing is specific to the offloading mechanism adopted in the application.

Within these components, the first component is traditionally managed by the operating system scheduler and access to the wireless link is also initiated by the mobile device. The remaining components, transfer on the wired path and the server processing, are beyond the control of the mobile device. Therefore, the main scheduling decision in our context concerns sharing the wireless link between concurrent offloading workloads.

**Offloading mechanism and scheduling.** Existing main-stream offloading mechanisms are method-based [15, 17] or, similarly, based on small execution units [36]. In other words, the whole application process can be divided into many execution units, and each unit is run either locally or remotely.

Consider face recognition. The recognition function is treated as a standalone method in MAUI [17]. Invoking this method on a single frame from the video feed comprises an
execution unit. When this application operates on a video feed, each frame is processed in its entirety either locally or remotely. Therefore, we can decouple the decision between local vs remote and how to order the remote ones.

To summarize, an offloading scheduler needs to make two decisions: how many jobs to process locally (then leave to the OS to schedule), and how to order the offloading jobs. Since the first problem has been studied extensively [13, 18, 19, 28, 30, 32, 35, 41], we focus on the second problem in this paper.

3.2 The complexity of offloading
The offloading performance is affected by multiple factors. The server capability determines the remote processing time. The server’s physical location along with the network conditions affect the data transfer time. In particular, wireless links are susceptible to interference and multipath fading.

Figure 1 shows the processing time breakdown of our benchmark applications, assuming a 10 Mbps network upload speed. For each application, the point on the left shows the remote processing time, while the point on the right shows the end-to-end processing time (i.e., with data transfer time added to the remote processing time). The timing results are averaged over 500 runs per application. The application and experiment setups are detailed in Section 5.1.

We can see that plate recognition is clearly computation bound, whereas optical character recognition (OCR) is network bound. While face recognition, plate recognition and OCR are expected to operate on the same image frame\(^1\), face recognition does not need the entire frame, locally or remotely. The built-in face detection function in the vision library can narrow down the region of interest before handing the recognition application a subset of the frame containing these regions only. Therefore, the input size for face recognition is much smaller than the entire frame.

We then measure the processing times on two different servers, \(S_1\) and \(S_2\). \(S_1\) has an Intel Core i5-4570 processor (Quad Core, 6 MB Cache, 3.2 GHz) and 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 Memory. This is the same server used for the previous figure and in our evaluation throughout. \(S_2\) is a workstation with an Intel Core i5-4430 Processor (Quad Core, 6 MB Cache, 3.0 GHz) and 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 Memory. We randomly select 500 data samples from the input dataset and Figure 2 shows the processing times of the benchmark applications on the two servers.

Although the server specifications appear similar, the processing time for face recognition and plate recognition differ by almost 25\%. For face recognition, the processing time difference is comparable to the data transfer time. Since the processing times across applications differ anyway, offloading the same application to distinct servers is analogous to offloading different applications to the same server. Therefore, we implicitly capture the offloading complexity mentioned above by studying a suite of applications.

One issue remains, however. The benchmark applications are representative of the continuous applications described in Section 2, for which there is an implicit deadline requirement for processing to ensure smooth user interaction. Meeting deadlines can be more important than optimizing for the end-to-end processing time, though the latter is an essential contributing factor to the former. We next explore suitable scheduling metrics to capture desirable performance goals.

3.3 Scheduling metrics and algorithms
Recall that our main goal is to schedule data transfer and hence order the offloading requests. Scheduling is a well-studied topic. Common metrics and criteria include fairness, minimizing job time (in our case, this means the shortest network transfer time, or minimal network queuing delay), and deadline-awareness for real-time jobs. We consider these metrics and the associated standard algorithms in turn. Note that there are multiple definitions for fairness. Since we are concerned with a wireless link, we use the common notion of slot-based fairness, which is also consistent with round-robin in the OS.

\[^1\text{As explained in Section 5.1, we cannot train in real time, so the applications are fed with synthetic video feeds. The input data for plate recognition and OCR are different, hence the transfer times differ.}\]
Fair sharing vs serial execution. Perhaps one of the simplest scheduling approaches is to serve all jobs in parallel, i.e., serving the data transfers from all offloading jobs simultaneously using technique like parallel TCP [23]. Each application can get the same share of the bandwidth, which is referred to as fair sharing. Instead, we argue for sequential offloading (as adopted by First-Come-First-Serve, or FCFS) instead of fair sharing.

Under blocking-based offloading scenarios, a remote execution process cannot make progress until it has received all the data. Consider a scenario where the concurrent offloading tasks are from speech recognition and plate recognition, the former arriving first. Figure 3a compares the end-to-end processing time for each task (the sum of the network transfer time and the computation time) between fair sharing and FCFS, the latter clearly outperforming the former. This is mainly because fair sharing incurs higher queuing delay for each task and hence a much higher average network transfer time of 84 ms, 30% more than that of FCFS. This in fact reconfirms that fairness often does not align with optimal performance [39].

Therefore, serial execution can achieve better average application processing times by reducing the average network transfer times.

To pre-empt or not to. The next question is whether to pre-empt any jobs. Devices are not limited to relatively powerful mobile phones, and could be embedded devices with limited memory and high context-switching overhead. For these situations, the cost of moving state between memory and storage to pre-empt one process and bring in the next could be prohibitive. Therefore, we focus on non-pre-emptive scheduling techniques that can be applied across a range of devices.

Processing throughput vs deadline. To optimize for performance, perhaps the most intuitive approaches are minimizing the job completion time and meeting job deadlines (in our case, bounding the end-to-end processing time). Correspondingly, the canonical scheduling algorithms are Shortest Job First (SJF) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF).

In particular, it might appear natural to minimize the end-to-end processing time, since this could be directly achieved with SJF and appear to lead to meeting deadlines. However, this approach can unintentionally penalize one offloading job as a result of another job using a less powerful backend. Therefore, the SJF decision should be based on minimizing the network transfer time alone. For example, if we offload OCR and plate recognition concurrently, according to the processing time breakdown in Figure 1, the scheduler based on the shortest end-to-end processing time will schedule plate recognition first, and produce 179 ms average end-to-end processing time, while that of the shortest network transfer time will choose the reverse order of offloading, which will produce 160 ms end-to-end processing time.

Consider the scenario of concurrent speech recognition and plate recognition jobs again. Figure 3b shows that, regarding the average end-to-end processing time, SJF outperforms EDF by only 6%. However, if both had a 150 ms processing deadline requirement, both meet the deadlines under EDF, while only plate recognition manages so when using SJF.

Therefore, the scheduling decision should primarily depend on the network transfer time instead of the end-to-end processing time: further, if the main scheduling concern is deadline-awareness, minimizing the average processing time with SJF does not work well even in the simplest two-app scenarios. This is despite the fact that a low end-to-end processing time is essential to meet the deadline.

The tale of the tail. So far, EDF appears to be a winner. However, one consequence of its non-pre-emptive nature is tail latency. EDF is not tail-robust [34], i.e., its performance will suffer when the network transfer times of different applications follow a heavy-tail distribution.

Now consider a face recognition job and an OCR job in the queue. Figure 3c shows that both meet their deadlines (150 ms, marked by the vertical dashed line) under both fair sharing and EDF. However, the average end-to-end performance of face recognition suffers under EDF. This is mainly because the network transfer time of OCR is disproportionately large compared to that for face recognition. Although OCR should be prioritized given the EDF policy, it appears that fair sharing is the right approach instead. Lack of tail-robustness manifests when the heavy workload essentially blocks the light workload due to non-preemptive scheduling.

Therefore, EDF suffers when the network transfer time follows a heavy-tail distribution, but sharing can mitigate this problem.

Summary. To conclude this study, the winning scheduling objective appears to be prioritizing meeting deadlines but also trying to be tail-robust at the same time.

3.4 EDF with Limited Sharing
To balance the requirements of meeting application deadlines and avoiding a long tail-latency for network transfer, we augment Earliest Deadline First with Limited Sharing (EDF-LS). The idea is very simple. EDF-LS starts with EDF as the baseline while dynamically determining whether to multiplex the shared link between several transfers. To simplify further, we only consider two consecutive transfer tasks.

Suppose the two consecutive tasks in the queue, $T_1$ and $T_2$, are already ordered based on EDF. Their estimated network transfer times are $N_1$ and $N_2$ respectively. The limited sharing will be enabled if and only if the following condition holds: $N_1 > S \cdot N_2$. $S$ captures how much the heavy-transfer task is
affecting the other, hence whether sharing is warranted. We set $S = 5$ empirically (Section 5.4).

This way, our scheduling algorithm can perform like EDF when the network transfer distribution is short-tailed. When a large transfer task arrives, however, the sharing enabled can allow small tasks to make progress as well. Note that sharing carries a cost, and therefore limiting sharing is essential to ensure the overall performance.

3.5 Discussion

The choice of offloading destination. Although the above scheduling algorithm is set in the specific context of current mobile offloading practice, many issues to consider are generic to multiple concurrent offloading sessions. The destinations can be a nearby (edge) server, the cloud, or even another nearby mobile device. For example, we can envisage offloading from a phone to a pad, such as offloading graphics rendering for multi-party gaming. There can also be more complicated link sharing mechanisms. The above expressions can be adjusted to reflect more general offloading scenarios.

Intra-application dependencies. So far we have assumed that the individual modules within an application are independent from one another. It is conceivable that two modules to be offloaded may instead be logically correlated. For example, one module may need to wait for the result from another module. We believe such correlation should be managed by the application itself by setting appropriate per-module deadlines to reflect the correlation, and therefore we do not consider such dependencies in this paper.

Fending off greedy applications. Another implicit assumption in our discussion is that each application will suggest reasonable deadlines for their offloading requests. If instead, a greedy (or malicious) application wants to game the system, it can intentionally set a tight deadline to gain more network resource. One solution to counter this is to track the variance of the end-to-end processing time distribution of each application and infer whether any application had been favored throughout.

4 LINKSHARE AS A SERVICE

We next build a system level service, LinkShare, that coordinates multiple offloading jobs. Fundamentally, LinkShare is an extension to the operating system scheduler. It takes into account the wireless link bandwidth, remote processing capability, application processing deadline requirements and their effects on the actual end-to-end processing times. To support the central goal of making scheduling decisions, it collects information of past runs, estimates future execution times, and computes an appropriate schedule.

LinkShare sits between the applications and the operating system. Figure 4 shows the system architecture. There are two control paths: application driven scheduling and background monitoring. We describe the individual modules next.

Note that our system architecture is independent of the exact scheduling algorithms. Different scheduling algorithms can be substituted if needed.
4.1 Application driven scheduling
The application first decides whether to offload any workload remotely using an existing offloading runtime or its custom decision module, as discussed in Section 3.1. If offloading is needed, it sends the request to LinkShare, along with the deadline for completing the remote processing (e.g., in terms of the longest permitted processing time). LinkShare then determines the order to execute the offloading requests, in terms of the order of data transfer to the offloading destinations, using the Earliest Deadline First with Limited Sharing (EDF-LS) detailed in Section 3.4.

All offloading requests from applications are first enqueued in the network pending queue. Given our EDF-LS algorithm, this is essentially a priority queue, where the network transfer completion deadline (computed from the time instant at which LinkShare receives the request from the application, the estimated remote processing time and the processing deadline specified by the application) serves as the priority indicator.

The scheduler continues to empty the network pending queue as long as there are pending offloading requests. Once network transfer is completed, an offloading request is moved from the network pending queue to the corresponding per-application execution pending queue and remains there until a response is received from the remote server.

4.2 Lightweight background monitoring
In the background, LinkShare tracks the states of each scheduled request, including the size of data transfer $s_d$, and the start and end time of the network transfer $t_s$ and $t_e$.

Remote processing time estimation. To assess whether an application deadline can be met, it is essential to estimate the remote processing time. The main challenge here is to estimate the intrinsic variability of processing times. Take popular learning-base mobile applications as an example. The variability may arise from (a) caching, (b) using multiple models simultaneously to speed up inference, (c) input variation, and (d) other customized optimizations [16].

Given all the variability, we estimate the average processing time (i.e., per-application) instead of the per-job processing time (i.e., for each data transfer). This is for two reasons.

First, it simplifies the system implementation significantly to be lightweight on a mobile device. In contrast, current mainstream per-data-transfer processing time estimation techniques are all learning based and incur high computation complexity. [15]

Second, since the mobile applications of interest to us usually have soft real-time requirements, an accurate estimate of the average processing time is sufficient for our scheduling goal of meeting deadlines.

We adopt the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) to estimate the average, per-application remote processing time. The estimate $T_{est}$ is initialized to 0 and updated in an event-driven manner. The completion of each offloading request at time $t_r$ triggers an update for $T_{est}$ based on the previous estimate and the observed processing time ($T_{cur} = t_r - t_s$) incurred by this completed request. Empirically, we set the smoothing parameter $\lambda$ to 0.3.

$$T_{est} = T_{prev-est} \cdot (1 - \lambda) + \lambda \cdot T_{cur}$$

Network bandwidth estimation. The sharing component of EDF-LS is triggered based on the projected network transfer times. Therefore, network bandwidth estimation is also essential to LinkShare. Since wireless link bandwidth is known to fluctuate, we again resort to the classic EWMA. Triggered when an offloading request completes its network transfer, the bandwidth estimate is updated as follows:

$$B(t + T) = B(t) + \alpha \cdot (B(t) - \frac{u(T)}{T})$$

Where $B(t)$ is the estimated network bandwidth at time $t$, $T$ is the interval between two updates, $u$ is the number of bytes sent over $T$, and $\alpha$ is the smoothing parameter. This way, we can estimate the network bandwidth without incurring any network overhead.

While these above estimation algorithms work well in our evaluations, we realize that they represent a set of very simple heuristics. More sophistication can be taken into consideration to make these estimation more robust and accurate. For example, when estimating remote processing time, the estimation accuracy will increase if we can coordinate the real-time workload information on remote servers. Similar argument can be applied to network bandwidth estimation. We defer these and other improvements to future work, and currently choose to focus on the potential benefits brought by scheduling of multiple offloading applications.

Security considerations. Tracking the variance of the end-to-end processing time distribution of each application might not be resistant to malicious applications that overclaim deadlines from launch time. Fortunately, proper access control can efficiently protect our system from these applications. This can be achieved by incorporating a reputation system (such as Credence [38]) into LinkShare. Each offloading request can be tagged with its application source. The tracking of end-to-end processing time of each offloading request can help to establish a reputation record for each application. The application whose deadline is always far beyond its end-to-end processing time can be identified and barred from time to time.
4.3 Implementation details

We implement LinkShare as a background application level service in Android Nougat OS with API version 24. Since our scheduler runs in the user space, we enforce the schedule computed by setting the priority of thread that processes the scheduled request to Thread.MAX_PRIORITY, using the Android API Thread.setPriority().

LinkShare APIs. LinkShare exposes the following APIs to the applications: offloadRequest, decisionMade, notifySent, and notifyComplete.

offloadRequest is used by an application to send an offloading request to the scheduler, containing the module name, input data size, process id, timestamp and the end-to-end processing time deadline. Once a schedule has been computed, the scheduler sends a decisionMade message to all applications with pending requests, indicating the module to be offloaded first.

notifySent is used by an application after completing sending its data to the remote server. This is intended to notify the scheduler to schedule the next offloading request in the queue and trigger the network bandwidth estimator to update the runtime bandwidth notifyComplete is used by an application when a computation job is completed. This notifies the scheduler to mark this scheduled request as completely and trigger the remote processing time estimator to update the estimated remote processing time for this specific application.

The following pseudocode shows code snippets for a face recognition module to send an offloading job with and without our scheduler service. The lines in bold indicate the code patch needed to use our service. All changes are on the mobile side, with little overhead.

Application code change. We opt to expose APIs to applications instead of making LinkShare transparent for two reasons. First, the application needs to set the deadline requirement explicitly anyway, since this cannot be inferred accurately. The system can only track the processing times of past runs and estimate the bounds (the shortest or the longest) on the deadlines that can be met. Second, the scheduling framework is not restricted to computation offloading. Therefore, we highlight the APIs needed to coordinate multiple concurrent network-bound applications in general.

Offloading framework for experiments. We also implement an offloading framework for experiments. This is independent from our scheduler service.

We define our own communication interface for service-application communication using Android Interface Definition Language (AIDL) [6]. AIDL makes it easy to handle multi-threaded asynchronous inter-process communication.

The communication framework between our mobile device and server is built on gRPC [7]. gRPC is portable and provides a stream model, which we use to implement an asynchronous communication channel between a client and the server. The client does not need to wait for server response before sending another request.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 General setup

Application scenario, benchmarks, and test data. We emulate a Gabriel [22] like scenario where multiple recognition applications concurrently operate on the camera and audio feeds from a phone and collectively provide assistance to the phone user to interact with the environment. Each video frame is processed simultaneously by one or more applications. We built four benchmark applications: face recognition, plate recognition, speech recognition, and an optical character recognition (OCR) application. These mimic similar commercial applications but are simplified to contain only the most relevant library functions. They are also extensively instrumented to provide the measurements we need, which we cannot obtain from commercial applications.

The Face recognition module recognizes the faces in a given video frame. We build the module using the Local Binary Patterns Histograms (LBPH) face recognizer in OpenCV [8]. The experiment data are taken from the unconstrained facial images database [31], which is a set of real-world photographs selected from the large photobank [10]. We use the cropped...
images dataset, where faces were automatically extracted from the original photographs. This set contains images of 605 individuals, on average 7.1 images per person.

The Plate recognition module recognizes the car license plate in real time. We build this using the OpenALPR library which is a popular open source plate recognition library [9]. We use the plate dataset from [4], which contains 500 images of the rear views of various vehicles, the resolution of each image is 640×480.

The Speech recognition module is built on the CMU Sphinx speech recognizer [2]. This application can recognize a set of spoken commands given by the users, including “open application”, “call home”, “close application”, “take a picture”, “tell me the location” and “tell me the time”. The corresponding input data are the voice recordings from different occupants in our lab, 60 samples in total, 10 for each command. Note that our speech recognition application is completely processed on a remote server, like the main-stream speech driven assistant Siri.

The OCR application is built on the tessercat open source OCR engine [11]. It extracts text information from images. This is to emulate a scenario where users go abroad and do not understand the local language, so they use their phones to extract the textual information from signposts and translate it to familiar languages. We use the KAIST Scene Text Database [27] as the input, which contains signposts and brands under different light conditions.

Note that these applications all contain specific pre-trained models. During the run time, they only perform inference on any input data. This is because we cannot train these applications in real time yet. Therefore, we emulate a video feed using data from the test sets specified above to generate 4 parallel feeds. For each application, we generate a long sequence by randomly drawing data from the corresponding test set and feed this sequence to the application. Across applications, we make the corresponding frames similar in size as much as possible.

Canonical testbed setup. We use a Samsung S9 smartphone as the mobile device, with an octa-core (2.7 GHz quad-core M2 Mongoose + 1.7 GHz quad-core Cortex A53) processor, 4 GB of RAM and 64 GB of internal storage. We use two servers, each with an Intel core i5-4570 processor (Quad-core, 6 MB Cache, 3.2 GHz) and 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 Memory.

Unless otherwise stated, the network upload speed is 10 Mbps. We use this as the baseline since the average wireless bandwidth measured was 8.63 Mbps in a recent network report [5].

This is the perceived TCP transfer throughput, not the physical layer rate on the wireless link.

The network transfer is over the WiFi link from the phone to the nearest access point. Since the WiFi networks in our lab are usually faster than the reported average speed and fluctuate between successive runs, we emulate a stable link at a target upload speed by rate limiting the WiFi transfers. We consider other network conditions later.

We also explored using other phones and server capabilities (both the network latency to the server and the processing capability). We find these do not change the qualitative observations. As long as the server is much more powerful than the phone such that offloading is worthwhile, the performance of our scheduler is indifferent to the phone processing capability. Further, the effects of server conditions are captured in applications showing different combinations of the network transfer and server processing times. Therefore, we only report results based on the canonical setup.

Note that our application benchmarks are not fully optimized, so local processing might take even longer than it could be. To offset that, we also use less powerful servers. This means that the effect of network transfer time overhead in our setting is in fact less pronounced than in scenarios with faster phones and servers. We will discuss this in the context of upload speed scaling in Section 5.3.

5.2 Scheduler Performance

We aim to answer two questions: (a) is the additional scheduling added by LinkShare essential? (b) How well does EDF-LS perform in terms of meeting application deadlines? Both can be addressed together by comparing the performance of several scheduling algorithms.

Scheduling algorithms for comparison. We compare the following algorithms: (a) Fair sharing: This algorithm achieves slot-based fairness on the wireless link. (b) First come first serve (FCFS): this is the most naive non-preemptive scheduling algorithm, as well as the default network scheduler; therefore it is a proxy for the scheduling decision in the absence of LinkShare. (c) Shortest job first (SJF): this is the algorithm that minimizes the network transfer time. (d) Earliest deadline first (EDF): this is the optimal deadline-aware algorithm among the non-idling non-preemptive scheduling algorithms. (e) Earliest deadline first with limited sharing (EDF-LS): our algorithm.

Workloads. Given the network transfer time distribution of individual application benchmarks, we assemble two workloads, referred to as heavy-load and light-load.

The heavy-load includes all four benchmark applications running concurrently. This is a general case, and likely more common in future. The light-load setting involves only face,
plate, and speech recognition offloading concurrently, without OCR. This division is motivated by the network transfer time disparity. On average, the network transfer time of OCR is nearly the sum of the transfer times for the other three applications.

Setting the processing deadline. Since the actual deadline requirements of the commercial applications are proprietary, we determine the deadline based on the tail of the processing time for each application. We consider three options, using the 90th, 95th and 99th percentile of all these applications to determine their individual deadlines respectively.

Note that we assume the application deadline and the request sending interval are coupled together. This is reasonable since these applications operate on continuous video feeds, and the frame processing deadline partly arises from the need to keep with the frame capture rate. Unless stated otherwise, therefore, we will set the sending interval between two consecutive data frames in each application to be their individual deadline.

Performance metric. We use the deadline miss rate to assess deadline-awareness. This is defined as the ratio of the number of data frames that miss the deadline to the total number of data frames sent, turned into a percentage.

Light load. Here we set the deadline as 1.2 times the 90th, 95th and 99th percentile of the end-to-end processing time. Figure 5 shows the performance of different scheduling algorithms performance given these deadline settings. We first note that each application favors specific scheduling strategies, and one often benefits at the expense of another.

FCFS vs EDF-LS: As we can see from all three figures, FCFS suffers when considering face recognition (the least bandwidth hungry in this case) but outperforms all the other scheduling algorithms when considering plate recognition (the most bandwidth hungry in this case). This is because the offloading request arrival pattern determines the performance of FCFS. As the request interval of face recognition is the smallest among these three applications, the probability of another application blocking the next data frame transfer is the highest for face recognition among these applications.

Recall that FCFS is a proxy for not employing LinkShare at all, i.e., managing offloading requests without adjusting the network transfer order. Figure 5 clearly shows this additional scheduling is essential.

Fair sharing vs EDF-LS: In contrast, fair sharing outperforms all the other scheduling algorithms for face recognition, but performs the worst for the other two applications. This is because, intrinsically, sharing is beneficial to the application that is less bandwidth hungry. However, it is at the cost of performance degradation of other applications that are more bandwidth hungry.

SJF vs EDF-LS: When given tighter deadlines, SJF shares similar performance to that of EDF-LS. When the deadline requirements are relaxed to 1.2 times the 99th percentile, EDF-LS outperforms SJF for speech recognition application and delivers similar performance to the other applications. The main reason is SJF is that not aware of different deadline requirements across applications. Speech recognition incurs a slightly shorter network transfer time than plate recognition on average. However, in terms of the network transfer deadline, plate recognition has a much longer deadline than that of speech recognition. This means transferring the data frame for speech recognition before plate recognition is a better choice in general, but making scheduling decisions based on the network transfer time is a bad idea.

EDF vs EDF-LS: In the light workload scenario, EDF and EDF-LS share similar performance across all applications. This is expected, as light load rarely triggers sharing, and the performance of EDF-LS should converge to that of EDF. Sharing may incur a penalty in this case, as it slows down one job without helping another job much.

Heavy load. We set the individual application deadline to be 1.5 times the 90th, 95th and 99th percentile of the end-to-end processing time of the respective application. We experimented with factors ranging from 1.2 to 1.5, and found that 1.5 is a suitable value to allow all these applications to mostly meet their deadlines.

Figure 6 shows the performance of different scheduling algorithms given three different deadline settings. We mainly discuss the comparison between EDF and EDF-LS in this case, as the performance of the other scheduling algorithms is similar to the situation under light load.

The main difference between EDF and EDF-LS can be seen in the performance of face recognition and OCR. EDF-LS largely outperforms EDF for face recognition, at the cost of slight performance degradation of OCR. Specifically, the performance improvement margin is 30% given a tighter deadline (the 90th percentile case) and still 15% given a loose deadline (the 99th percentile case). This highlights the importance of mitigating head-of-queue blocking that would have originally happened to EDF. In fact, this blocking issue is not restricted to EDF. It also plagues other non-preemptive scheduling algorithms like SJF and FCFS. By mitigating this with limited sharing, we can reduce the missing rate of face recognition to less than 3%.

Summary. The additional scheduling added by LinkShare over the default OS scheduler is essential, and EDF-LS can achieve up to 30% reduction in the deadline miss rate compared to the baseline EDF.
5.3 Impact of Network Conditions

As network transfer is the major bottleneck in our system, intuitively the link quality dictates the performance of EDF-LS. We consider various bandwidths on steady links and two real traces of fluctuating networking conditions.

Steady links. Since wireless networks continue to evolve, we may expect increasingly higher bandwidth. We are therefore interested to see whether the problem remains under better network conditions.

We repeat the previous heavy-workload experiments under two additional bandwidth settings, 15 Mbps and 20 Mbps, as a proxy to show the system performance as the upload bandwidth increases. Note that, as the network bandwidth will affect the estimate of the end-to-end processing time, the deadline under a higher network bandwidth will be tighter than that under 10 Mbps.

Figures 7a and 7b show the performance with 15 Mbps and 20 Mbps upload speeds. These show that EDF-LS consistently incurs the lowest miss rates for face recognition and similar miss rate compared to EDF for other applications.

We see that the increasing network bandwidth has the largest impact on the performance on fair sharing and FCFS. This is because higher bandwidths reduce the network queuing time and thus mitigate the effect of bad scheduling decisions.

One interesting observation is that, for face recognition, the performance of EDF and SJF hardly change even as the network bandwidth goes up. The reason is that deadline misses occur due to the blocking nature of these two algorithms (face recognition is blocked from data transfer by a network-bound job), not its own network transfer time. The blocking effect remains even at higher network speeds.

More generally, even as the bandwidth increases further, the scheduling problem is likely to remain, because the server processing capacity is likely to increase in tandem. Fundamentally, the cause of missing deadlines in our context is the relative network queuing delay, i.e., the absolute queuing delay divided by the end-to-end processing time. This depends heavily on the ratio between the network transfer time and the remote processing time.

Fluctuating network conditions. Being aware of the potential influence of mobile network conditions to the evaluation results, we next study the performance as the link condition fluctuates.

We first measure WiFi and LTE bandwidths by running iperf3, using our mobile phone as the client sending traffic to one of our servers. Again, these are the TCP throughput numbers, instead of the raw physical layer rates. The WiFi trace is captured in a cafe near campus, while the LTE trace is collected as one walks from the student dormitory to the
department building. We record the bandwidth every 0.5 second, which is the minimal interval supported by iperf. Each trace covers a 150-second period.

Figures 8a and 8b plot the bandwidth timeseries for the WiFi and LTE traces captured respectively (the “real” lines). The “estimated” lines in these two figures also show the estimated network bandwidth using the bandwidth estimation module in LinkShare. Our module indeed manages to track the trend of average network bandwidth changes.

We then replay these traces to evaluate the performance under fluctuating network conditions. We assume the same deadline and request sending interval settings (1.5 times the 99th percentile of the end-to-end processing time) as that in the 10 Mbps, heavy-workload for both WiFi and LTE.

Figures 9a and 9b show the performance under WiFi and LTE respectively. EDF-LS can still show similar performance to that under steady links.

An interesting observation is that EDF-LS outperforms EDF for all applications, not just face recognition. This is especially pronounced for LTE. Similarly, fair sharing fares much better over fluctuating links than steady links. The reason for both observations is similar to what happened at increasing network upload speeds. Sharing can intrinsically benefit from a larger bandwidth. In a highly fluctuating network, the network bandwidth spikes can be better used when multiplexed between different applications.

5.4 Microbenchmarks

Finally, we perform several microbenchmarks to assess the design and overhead of our scheduling algorithm.

Scheduler overhead. The scheduler overhead is mainly from the scheduling decision time. This takes less than 2 ms.

Processing time estimation. We already assessed the accuracy of the network bandwidth estimation module in the previous subsection. Here we use face and speech recognition as two examples to assess the accuracy of the processing time estimation module, shown in Figure 10.

Face recognition is a representative application with relatively stable processing time pattern, while speech recognition represents a version with more fluctuation. OCR and plate recognition share similar processing time patterns as that of speech recognition. We run each application 500 times and randomly selected input data from their respective dataset. As we can see from the figure, our processing time estimation module manages to track the trend of the average processing time changes. Quantitatively, the root mean square errors of the processing time for speech and face recognition are 2.56 ms and 1.54 ms respectively.

Sharing parameters. Recall that the sharing component of EDF-LS is triggered based on a threshold, and the parameter $S$ hints at the disparity between the projected network transfer times between two consecutive offloading requests (Section 3.4). Therefore, we need a suitable value for $S$.

To avoid the randomness due to the input stream, we first run the heavy-load combination under the 99th percentile deadline constraints with $S = 3$ and 10 Mbps network upload speed.
bandwidth. We record the processing time and file size for each data frame. Then, we replay the trace in simulation and try different $S$ values to assess its impact.

Figure 11 shows the results for $S = 3, 4, 5,$ and $6$. The main difference comes from the performance of face recognition and OCR. The higher the $S$ value, the less benefit face recognition gained from the limited sharing. A good trade-off between respecting the deadline and mitigating heading-of-queue blocking is achieved when the $S$ value is around 4 to 5.

As $S$ increases (i.e., requiring higher transfer time disparity before enabling sharing), the performance of EDF-LS approaches that of EDF, which means limited sharing is rarely activated. Based on this analysis, we set the sharing parameter value to be 5.

**Discussion.** Another dimension of our algorithm is the choice of the maximum number of workloads that can share the link bandwidth. The optimal number is workload dependent. For our workloads, sharing between two consecutive jobs appear to be optimal and the most robust choice.

Another point worth mentioning is that, for now, the choice of sharing parameter $S$ aims at minimizing the average percentage of deadline missing across all workloads. That is to say, implicitly, we treat all the workload applications the same. However, the preference of different user might make the utilities of these workload applications different. We believe it is an interesting future work if introducing utility of each application as a factor when making scheduling decision.

## 6 RELATED WORK

For most of the last decade, the computation-intensive requirement from mobile applications has been met with computation offloading to a cloud server. New dedicated hardware has also emerged in recent years. However, existing solutions are limited as new applications are on the horizon, calling for more inter-module or inter-application coordination. We will discuss relevant resource management approaches in the context of common offloading practice.

**Dedicated Hardware.** The Google Tango project [3] uses dedicated hardware to power computation-intensive workloads locally. It does not depend on external resources and simplifies application development. Resource management is simply delegated to the operating system. However, the need for additional hardware and often high power consumption are ill-suited for wearable devices like Google Glass, which generally require remote support.

**Single-module Offloading.** Computation offload to the cloud has been explored extensively in the last 15 years [13, 18, 19, 28, 30, 32, 35, 41]. Several recent works [15, 17, 20, 21, 29, 36] focus on seamlessly partitioning the workload spanning the mobile device and the remote server.

They assume only one foreground application at a time. All other applications within the same device are treated as background processes, with lower priorities. This is indeed true for previous scenarios. However, emerging applications are more sophisticated and all the modules concerned must be served simultaneously, given the same priority. Single-module offloading techniques are insufficient.

**Multi-module Offloading.** MCDNN [25] provides a common platform for multiple applications concurrently utilizing
deep neural networks (DNN). When reasoning about the workload split between the device and the cloud for each DNN application, MCDNN does coordinate on-device resource usage between applications. However, the coordination is specific to DNN applications run on MCDNN and integrates decisions to trade off classification accuracy for less resource usage.

Cloud-centric offloading. Gabriel [22], mentioned earlier, offloads all its computation intensive workloads to the nearby cloudlet, where both the control and computation units are located. The underlying assumption is all of these applications can be processed on a single backend server. However, even for Google Glass, apart from a handful of built-in applications like Google Now and Google Maps, most applications are from third-party developers, who may maintain their own servers. It may be impractical to make all these applications offload to the same destination. In that case, the cloud-centric offloading scheme can not be applied. Instead, a device-centric approach seems more promising.

Deadline-aware scheduling. Deadline-aware scheduling has been studied extensively, most recently in data center networking [12, 26, 39]. [39] controls the network transfer rate to meet the deadline, but rate control is difficult for mobile scenarios. [26] pre-empts flows to approximate a range of scheduling algorithms. However, we explain earlier that the overhead of link switching in wireless is high.

Summary. Although there is a multitude of offloading schemes to handle computation-intensive workloads on mobile devices, none appears to provide the coordination needed between multiple offloading modules to serve the emerging applications outlined above. LinkShare fills in this gap with a generic on-device scheduling service for all applications interacting with backend servers. LinkShare augments standard deadline-aware scheduling to suit our needs.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated concurrent and continuous mobile-cloud interactions in the form of simultaneous offloading jobs. These share the wireless link from the mobile device but might involve different backend servers. Therefore, we need device-centric management, instead of the more common cloud-centric control.

We build a system-level service, LinkShare, that wraps over the operating system scheduler to coordinate among multiple offloading requests. We study the scheduling requirements and suitable metrics, and find that the most intuitive approaches of minimizing the end-to-end processing time and earliest deadline first scheduling do not work well. Instead, LinkShare incorporates limited sharing between consecutive workloads in the case of heavy-tailed distribution. LinkShare is implemented in Android. Extensive evaluation shows that adopting this additional scheduler is essential and that EDF-LS can achieve up to 30% reduction in the deadline miss rate compared to the baseline EDF.

The issues we studied are not specific only to computation offloading to a remote cloud. Even with the advent of edge computing, the same bottleneck remains. LinkShare as a framework is also applicable when the offloading destination is a nearby server or another IoT device instead. We believe this is a first step towards coordinating an IoT ecosystem tethered to the mobile device from the perspective of the mobile frontend.
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